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«The Oriental Studies» Section was also organized within the of XXXIX International Scientific Students' Conference held by Novosibirsk State University (NSU) on April 11 – 12, 2001. There were involved senior students, bachelors and postgraduate students from Novosibirsk institutes of higher education and those arrived from many other Russian cities and CIS republics. Young scholars from Barnaul, Bratsk, Vladivostok, Vladikavkaz, Karaganda and Kemerovo have made their speeches. Because of the financial reasons many potential participants were prevented from taking part in the Conference personally, so some confined themselves to sending up their theses. Anyway, taking them into account made the geographical scope of the Conference attendance much wider, since some more cities, such as, Yekaterinburg, Penza, St. Petersburg, Ulan-Ude, Almaty and Petropavlovsk (Kazakhstan), Shenyang (China) were added up to the aforementioned. Unfortunately, there were no attendance applications claimed by Moscow Oriental Studies Centers in spite of the fact that the information had been sent out quite far.

The Section consisted of three sub-sections: «Archaeology and History», «Mythology and Philology», «Philosophy and Cultural Studies» where, in total, 44 reports were delivered. To make the better introduction of a number of the questions brought forward to discussions the best addresses awarded with diplomas are given here: Yu. M. Pogodina «The formation of official ideology in the pre-war Japan», A. K. Omarov and A. J. Makupov «The Kazakhs and the Russians in the course of centuries», A. S. Dundich «Vahhabism: religious and political aspects», V. V. Ko-

In the plenary meeting there were a round table – discussions organized by the teachers of the Chair of Orient Studies on the following subject as «The problems and perspectives of the development of economic, political and cultural cooperation in Asian and the Pacific Regions». Within the discussions, Dr. Kan In Uk’s speech on the future of integration of Northern and Southern Korea gave rise to a lively controversy among the participants.

The theses of the lectures delivered in the «Oriental Studies» Section were published in a separate volume. Three lectures (by Yu. M. Pogodina, G. G. V’yugova, G. R. Fahretdinova) were awarded with the first prizes and recommended to be published in the whole in the final proceedings of the Conference.